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Community Update 

 From the Principal 
Last year the school engaged the services of ySafe to conduct cyber safety student and parent sessions. As part 

of this program the school has a one year subscription to the ySafe Safety Hub.  School community members 

are able to access the Safety Hub using the following link https://boddingtonhs.cybersafetyhub.com.au 

The Safety Hub is a great resource as it provides a large amount of information including parent advice, cyber 

safety tech information and App & game reviews. Below is some information about the commonly used app; Tik 

Tok, which has been taken form the Safety Hub. 
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TikTok is a free social media app that allows users to create, share, and watch short videos. Videos can be 
anything from dance challenges, lip-syncing, comedy skits, or viral trends. 
   

How Does TikTok Work? 

You do not require a TikTok account to download the app or watch videos. Users can use TikTok purely as content 

consumers (people who watch the videos but don’t create and share content themselves) or as creators (people who 

participate in creating and sharing videos).  
 

Videos shared on TikTok are grouped by hashtags, which often correspond to trends or challenges. Users can search 

for content using these hashtags or for specific creators by name/username. Videos are also discoverable through the 

users ‘For You Page’ which is the first page that appears when you open the app. 
 

Is TikTok Safe?  

This depends on how it is being used. Like many social media platforms, there are risks associated with using TikTok, 

enabling privacy settings and parental supervision are key to managing these risks. Some of the key concerns are:  
 

Privacy: Many young people make the conscious choice to have their TikTok profiles set to public to pursue 

becoming ‘TikTok famous’. This opens them up to having their content viewed, downloaded, and shared beyond their 

anticipated network.  
 

Inappropriate Content: Alongside dance challenges and humorous skits, TikTok hosts a substantial amount of 

content that may not be appropriate. A user doesn’t need to actively seek this content out either. TikTok’s ‘For You 

Page’ presents videos based on a unique algorithm that pushes content into a user's page (yes- event content from 

people they don’t follow) based upon their anticipated interests and behaviour on the platform.  
 

Parent Tip: If you want to know what type of content your child has been viewing on TikTok, spend some time 

watching the videos that appear in their For You Page. This will give you an indication of the type of content that they 

have viewed and interacted with previously. 
 

Dangerous or Inappropriate Challenges: The pursuit of views on TikTok can lead to people doing things, or 

participating in challenges, that are dangerous or inappropriate.  
 

Strangers: Like all social media platforms, if teen’s accounts are not being set up properly, or if they are not being 

selective with who they allow to follow them, they can be contacted by strangers.  
 

How can I make TikTok safer for my child? 

Be involved in the account set up. This way you can ensure their account is set up with their correct birth year, 

that privacy settings are enable and that parental controls are properly set up. For instructions on how to set 

an account to private see https://support.tiktok.com/en  

Set up Family Pairing which is TikTok’s in-platfrom parental control tool. It provides parents with some control over 
managing their teen’s screen time, direct messaging capability, content suggestions, and more. For 
information on Family Pairing see https://www.tiktok.com/safety/en/guardians-guide/ 

TIKTOK 
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NATIONAL DAY OF ACTION AGAINST BULLYING AND VIOLENCE 

On Friday 18 March it was the National Day of Action against Bullying and Violence and this was 

acknowledged at the school with a ‘Bullying. No Way! Day’. Our Year 6 Student Councillors, along with Mr 

Batt and Mr George, coordinated a range of ‘Kindness and Friendship Activities’ during lunch time that all 

students could choose to participate in. These activities included making; friendship bracelets, friendship 

chatterboxes, origami butterflies and a handprint mural.  The theme for the 2022 Bullying. No Way! is 

Kindness Culture. By building Kindness Culture together, we can promote inclusion, respect and community 

belonging for all students in the school, and across Australia. It was great to see our Year 6 students leading 

this initiative and watching the enjoyment of all students as they engaged in these activities and worked with 

each other. 

RELIEF CLEANERS  

Boddington District High School is seeking  expressions of interest for relief cleaners.  

You will be required to obtain a Working with Children's card and a Department of Education Police 

Clearance.  

You will need to supply your COVID 19 Vaccination Certificate. 

If you are interested please contact Mrs Kate Forbes for more information on 08 9884 2900 

 Kate Forbes 

Manager Corporate Services 

Email; Kate.Forbes@education.wa.edu.au 


